Need a Lift? We Won’t Leave You Hangin’
Viking M, L or XL Mobile Lift
by Liko
Lifting Capacity 450 - 660 lbs

- Made of lightweight aluminum & easy to maneuver
- Can be used for transferring to the toilet, between bed & wheelchair and lifts from the floor
- Optional scale available

According to the National Institute of Health, nearly 71% of all caregivers who assist with patient transfers suffer from lower back pain. We have all been there. It only takes one instant and you become a statistic. While it is important to choose equipment that fits the person with the disability, it is equally important to find something that fits the caregiver as well.

Hoyer Advance-E Portable Patient Lift
by Joerns
Lifting Capacity 340 lbs

- Lightweight and compact
- Increased patient leg clearance with the reverse-mounted actuator
- 6-point cradle offers maximum sling options
- Folds up easily without tools

F500P Full Body Power Patient Lift
by Span America
Lifting Capacity 500 lbs

- Lifts easily from floors & low beds
- Base is width adjustable and locks in place
- 6 Point spreader bar allows for multiple slings
- Controls on base if pendant is damaged or lost

NEW!
Carina350 Portable Lift with Electric Base
by Handicare
Lifting Capacity 350 lbs

- Electrically adjust base width to fit chairs & commodes
- Manual & powered emergency lowering
- Folds easily without tools for ease of travel or storage

Smart 150 Portable Patient Lift
by Molift
Lifting Capacity 330 lbs

- Foldable, making it perfect for home care, traveling or storage
- Lightweight & small footprint for easy maneuverability
- Can facilitate lifts from the floor
- Optional Hard Travel Case or Soft Sided Travel Bag available
Lumex Patient Hydraulic Lift
by Graham Field
Lifting Capacity 400 lbs

- Heavy-gauge steel construction
- Six-point spreader bar with 360 degree rotation
- Use with four or 2-point slings
- Base is manually adjusted

FreeSpan Straight Rail Lift System
by Liko
Lifting Capacity 550 lbs

- No structural requirements
- Can be assembled & disassembled without tools
- Easily adjustable to four different height settings
- Eight different rail lengths available from 5’ to 16’

Golvo 9000 Portable Patient Lift
by Liko
Lifting Capacity 440 lbs

- Combined functionality of an overhead lift with portability of a mobile lift
- Offers vertical lifting, horizontal lifting, and lifting from the floor
- Parallel base-width adjustments
- Retractable armrests help reduce caregiver strain
- Low Base model has 2.4” base height
Sabina II Mobile Electric Portable Sit-To-Stand
by Liko
Lifting Capacity 440 lbs

• Fully electric base & height adjustments
• Exchangeable sling bars accommodate a wide range of needs
• Removable foot & knee pads allows it to be used as a traditional lift
• Sit to Sit functionality available with optional Highback sling

Sara Flex Sit to Stand
by Arjohuntleigh
Lifting Capacity 440 lbs

• Small and light design for easy maneuverability
• Smooth, natural movement from sitting to standing
• Low footplate provides a natural sit-to-stand movement
• Optional scale

Reliant 450 Patient Lift
by Invacare
Lifting Capacity 450 lbs

• Battery-powered
• Wide base for maximum stability
• Manual lowering feature

“We really like the sling we got. It is a well made and the fabrics used are really durable. I feel safe each time we use this. I was very impressed on the quick reply on a holiday weekend about the shipping. Thank you for making this a positive experience.”

C.B.
Mobile Raiser Pro
by Molift
Lifting Capacity 375 lbs

- For users able to stand with minimal support
- Designed to help users regain strength
- Perfect manual sit to stand for small spaces

Power EZ Pool or Boat Lift
by Aquacreek
Lifting Capacity 400 lbs

- Lift is battery operated
- EZ is portable for storage or transport
- 360° manual rotation
- Clears walls up to 15” high

Spa Lift Elite
by Aquacreek
Lifting Capacity 300 lbs

- Compatible with wall heights up to 68”
- 360° powered rotation
- Includes pull out leg rest & flip up armrest

www.adaptivespecialties.com
877.808.4540
**Classic Mobility Carrier**  
by TriLift  
Lifting Capacity 300 lbs  

- For both scooters & powerchairs  
- Small size & weight help to minimize interference with the vehicle’s operation  
- Quick & easy disassembly for convenient storage

**AL100 Universal Scooter Lift**  
by Harmar  
Lifting Capacity 350 lbs

- One-switch operation  
- Accommodates scooter’s wheel base up to 42”  
- Swing-Away option is available  
- Streamlined to provide the most rear window when folded

**ScootaTrailer**  
by Red Barn Enterprises  
Lifting Capacity 600 lbs

- Rubber coated ramp so device doesn’t slip  
- Ramp includes rear LED signal lights  
- Rubber Bed liner  
- Comes with a spare tire kit  
- Aluminum Enclosure available
Adaptive Specialties’ sling assortment will provide you with the right support for your everyday needs. From transferring, bathing, toileting, standing to gait training. We have the right slings for every shape and size.

EvoSling & Rgo Slings by Molift

- Hygiene
- Low Back
- Medium Back
- High Back
- Ambulating Vest
- Standup
- Padded
- Net or Polyester

Liko Slings

- Original HighBack
- ComfortSling Plus
- SafetyVest Lift Aid
- SupportVest Lift Aid
- Padded LiftPants
- HygieneVest
- HygieneSling
- MasterVest
- RepoSheet
- Padded

Need Parts or a new Sling Bar? Replace your Battery or Charger? We’ve got you covered!

and more slings from

- Hoyer
- Invacare
- Drive Medical
- Graham Field
- Handicare
- Prism
- ArjoHuntleigh
- Savaria
- Human Care
- Proactive Medical

www.adaptivespecialties.com

877.808.4540